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The Tavern expansion set....at the bottom it shows window...
Posted by thenorthman - 2007/08/30 21:46

_____________________________________

Hello
When you look at teh Tavern Expansion set ($79.00) it show a picture of all that is included (I assume it
shows that), then when you go to the bottom of the page it shows two different shots of the same
window with a "shutter" and wood beam that goes across it.
Are these window's with the beam and shutter come with the set or were they specail thing like maybe a
pre-order incentive thing?
Sorry if this has been asked before.
Looking even closer it looks like a piece that just "slips" into a window piece.
Sean
============================================================================

The Tavern expansion set....at the bottom it shows window...
Posted by L - 2007/08/30 22:27

_____________________________________

The window shutters were a special pre-order incentive, they are not normally included with the set.
Also, it's not the "Tavern Expansion Set," that sounds closer to the $35 Tavern Accessory set due in Oct.
It's the Medieval Building Expansion set (though I may have the name wrong, but if I do, it's only
slightly).
Hopefully, those shutters, or ones very much like them, will one day be available for regular order. I only
got one set of the Expansion set, so I only have four of those -- but I'd love to get more!
And yes, you're right - they slip into the regular MBS windows. Pretty sweet.
L
============================================================================

The Tavern expansion set....at the bottom it shows window...
Posted by thenorthman - 2007/08/31 00:35

_____________________________________

When they do these pre order things is it announced that is what you have to do to be able to get them?
Or do you just pre-order something and :O) got a extra thing. Sounds like a stupid question but I
remembber at Gencon that there was a guy asking somthing about it but beyond that I didn't pay much
more attention.
Sean
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The Tavern expansion set....at the bottom it shows window...
Posted by L - 2007/08/31 05:56

_____________________________________

There is a big announcement, it's very hard to miss if you're reading the forums. If you only look at the
website, it might be possible to miss (though I'm sure it's mentioned) But over at the forums and in the
newsletter, it's announced, and then we usually all won't shut up about it.
It's really question of timing -- if you're here when the announcement is made, for like a month
afterwards we all talk about it and you can't miss it. If you aren't here that time, then the chat dies down
and you'd probably have to go looking for the info, you might not notice it.
L
============================================================================

The Tavern expansion set....at the bottom it shows window...
Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2007/08/31 10:11

_____________________________________

As an addational note, sign up for the news letter northman. The Newsletter gives loads of info, and just
about always has the info on what "pre-order" goodness is for that pre-order.
While this one http://www.dwarvenforge.com/emails/july_10_newsletter.html got posted in this thread,
Cavernous Lake Expansion Set and Tavern Accessories Set DETAILS! it also comes to your E-mail box.
With info like "MM-031 Cavernous Lake Expansion Set
As an added thanks for pre-ordering 3 sets, we have a special premium available that is a set of 10 4” x
4” Open Water lake pieces. These pieces previously sold out at $15 per piece, and having 10 extra
Open Water pieces will allow you to make some huge Lake set-ups. These 10-packs will automatically
be added by us when we process your pre-order. And yes, buying 6 sets will gain you TWO of the
10-packs."
and
"MM-029 Tavern Accessory Set
This set is offered at $35 per set, and anyone who pre-orders 3 Tavern Accessories sets will receive a
FREE Medieval Furniture Set to complete their tavern set-up. That is a $29 value, and it will give you
some awesome looking medieval set-ups."
============================================================================
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